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This thesis prese~ts an analytical method, 
'which employs a numerical solution, for- the estima-
tion of the plastic enclave size at the tip of a 
crack emanating from an edge or an internal cavity 
within an elastic plate under various loading 
conditions. The ~representative plastic enclave 
length_ is based upon the Dugd,fle Plastic Zone 
Model, , The complex stress fun.ction approach of 
J> 
Muskhelishvili in conjunction with conformal map-
ping techniques. is employed to determine the 
enc lave size. 
To demonstrate this analytic al method, the 
plastic enclave sizes are estimated for ··single and 
twin symmetrically l9cated radial cracks emanating 
from a circular void within an elastic plate under 
uniform uniax ial tension. The resulting stress 
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of crack dimensions and tensile loads. From numerical 
co.nvergence tests on the results, the data is judged 
l 
to be accurate to within 2% • 
•• 




,.. . ••·o'-, 
'· -2-
' 
Discussion is presented concerning ~he applica-
tion of the analytical method to est~ating plastic 
enclave sizes for a wide variety of problems. 
Finally, an ex·perimental approach for the verification 
t-.. 
of analytical results is proposed which employs reflec-
tive photoelastic tee hnique s. 
•6:,: ·• ·: --;· 
0 •, 
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... The presence of cracks and flaws directly in-
• 
.r·luences the strength- chartacteristics of elastic 
,.._, 




,. this phenomenon has bee,n the study of the elastic· 
stress field adjace-nt ·to ttte crack tip. Paris and 
' 
Sih [l]l report the stress fields as developed by 
Irwin for the three basic modes of crack surface 
displacement. Refer t.o Fig. 1. J:-n. mode I, the 
opening mode, the crack surfaces mov·e directly apart. 
In mode II, the e~ge s-liding mode, the crack surfaces 
slide over each other perpendicular to the leading 
edge. In mode III, the tearing mode, the crack 
surfaces slide with respect to one another parallel 
"'" 
to the l~ading edge. 
The Irwin stress expressions :J~or·. m.ode I are 
I 
·(fx = h~r. __,,<OQJ { [ I - ~ t- -4.A.M, 3: J 
------·------------ - - ---·---------·---·---·· ·- -·- ·---·- ·- -··-·- --· ·--·- ---·-------·--· -------------·-----·-··---···--·-·· ------··---···-·----·----------·- --- ·-·------------------------- . . . - . -- -- ---------·- . ---
- - - --s0- --·-----~ -
_J •• - - -. • 
-:-. -~,-~---:---.. -. --- . ----------·--- ·--1(. ----- - ---- --- - -----0----·-·-·-r=-----··- ·-------- . -- -- --.2.-- ----- - ·----38 ]" --·- --------------... -----------u-r--·----. :-··-s~-------···--·-----
_. · <fj : f"L'f A~ ~ L I + ~ IL ~ T 
' ' ~ 1- [ c.ov t ~ 3: ] 
,d 
plus higher order tenn s in r, where the c orre spending 
- --- ------------------- --
1 Numbersi. in brackets designate references at the end 
of this thesis 
·, 
d 
' ·." ,. 
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cqordina~e notation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
parameter, K, in the equations is termed the stress 
intensity factor. · It is independe*nt of the r and e 
coordinates but does depentj upon the magnitude of J 
the loading force and the geometric dimensions of 
. 
the body including the crack length. The stress 
intensity factor is_ a physical' measure of the amount 
of forc.e transmitted throught tne crack tip area • 
• 
· Inspection of eqs. (1) reveals a singularity 
in the stresses as r approaches zero. This condi-
tion is physically impossible, and therefore, there 
. ~ 
must be some re-laxation of these "infinite stresses" ~-
near the crack tip through the mechanism of plastic 
yielding. The zone, which is adjacent to ,the crack 
tip and in which this yielding occurs, is defined 
as the plastic enclave. 
Irwin [2] suggests an initial approximation for 
the plastic enclave size. The normal stress, which 
acts along the line of expected crack extension, is 
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-------~--=--~----------- -------------------- ------·-- -- ------ ------ - ------ ----- --given by eqs. (1), fore= O: 
- - -- -
By solving for r when <r equals ·the yield· stress, Y, · y 
of t.be participa-ting material subje'cte·cr to 'simple . 
.tension, one obtains ,--- .. 
r 
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Irwin admit's that r ys is only a rou~h estimation of 
. 
the plastic enclave size but indicates its importance 
for propo_sing a criterion for the minimum toughness 
" of a structure against fracture failure caused by 
small flaws. 
,.· Significant progress towards the estimation of .. 
plastic zone size has been made by Dugdale [ 3]. 
suggests a .. physical model of the plastic enclave 
He 
wherein a linear elasticity approach can be employed 
to the non-linear plasticity effect. Referring to 
Fig. 3, for a very thi'Tl sheet. contaiQ.ing a crack and 
loaded perpendicular to the crack line. plastic yield-
in-g is assumed to occur in a strip of elastic-perfectly 
plastic material, which precedes the crack tip in a 
direction coincident with the crack line. Thus~ ac-
cording to Dugdale' s model the plastic enclave. is an 
' extension of the in.itial crack by a_length, W, which 




. ' . 
• 
~------ ----·------------ -- --- -
-- - -----------···-·--.--··--··-- .. ·---=----_- ---·----------- -------'·--:~~=-~-:-------b-ecome·s-----i·a.r·g·er witn·--aii ___ in_crease in external load and 
I. 
.. -
.. ._ .. 
upon which normal tensile stresses act equal in magni-
jl 
tude to the material yield stress, Y. Dugdale then 
re presents the norm al s·tre s s I a- , acting at the y . ' 
enclave edge, by t·he linear superposition of the 
stresses resulting from .the plastic load, Y, and the 
. -
external load, 0-00 • He states that the y and a-f/0 con-
.. -:,, ....... 
t·ribution to er~ be ,,:- in the form of can determined series 
,.., 
--~--~ .... - --------·--· --·~--~ 
.j 
.. 
-- -- ·--- -- - ---
- ---
-----·-··-··...----·---------------
- - - --












B·y setting the combination of the coefficients of ot 
eq~al to zero, Dugdale provides a condition by which 
the stre·ss singularity at ol = o, x = L, is removed, 
1. e. : 
(4) 
The condition (4) can be manipulated into a·n expression .· 
from which the plastic enclave siz~ can be estimated 
for any given l9ad to yield ratio and initial crack 
lengt ·h. It 1_~- , 
'w 'Ir~' 
- ... (~ ·) L - 2 4iN 1 r· f5 l. 
.. ··- ·-· -- .... ··-···- -,-- .. and the corresponding plastic enc lave s±i-e-4-=s--given.~-b.¥:-----=~--=~~~-----__ - ____ : 
Vt/ ... a. ~ I c,- ¥:) (6) 
He has also conducted experiments.with steel sheets 
subjecte.d. t.o uniaxial tension perpend·icular to inter- . 
........ 1 ..... 
nal slits which tend to verify his analytical approx 1-
mation. 





Rosenf.1e-ld, Dai, and Hahn [ 4] describe experiments 
.... ""' '.-• \ ' ~· 
which reveal the three-dimens·iohal nature of the 
plastic enclaves preceding notches and cracks in steel 
plates under tension. Th·eir findings help' to .substan-
tiate the Dugdale mode,l as a fair repres~nt·ation of 
actual physical plastic enclaves. From, tt1e·ir experi-
mental results, the plastic zone appear·s to be a 
. 
wedge shaped plane inclined at 45 degrees to the plane 
of the crack as illustr.ate:d. ln Fig. 4. They suggest 
that the indlined plastic wedge under plane stress 
c ondition-s can be interprete~ in terms of the Dugdale 
.. horizontal plastic wedge, and the differences between 
.. 
them diminish as the plastic enclave size surpasses, 
the plate thickness. They cone lude that by transform-
ing, the three-dimensio-nal plastic region into a one-
dimensional plastic zone, the Dugriale model vastly 
reduces the analytic al complexity. of the pro-blem, and 
therefore any inaccuracies introduced by its use are 
~ tolerable • 
• 
' 
--·----.=:~--------=--_:::-..:-;.;.,.~,;..·.~;::=....~:..;~--.· __ .:....:~.:..:--.-·-,-:-·------- ' ···-·-·· ~--· 
. ~- --- .- -
=-=·_:=~~~-~=-~---------------~-----~~-~~~~~:_::--~-----,-~----:~~---~------·· --- ·-ane- ·of -t be c a s e s where the Dug d al e mode. l and 
-~ l ' ·' ... 
C... r--
- resulting plastic zone sizes are fruitfully employed 
- is the- plast·1c i ty ·correction to the stress intensity 
. f~cc .. tors for a· single-edge cracked specimen in tension ,, /. -
I 
I as developed by Kobayashi and Brown [5]. The resultin~ 
I 
I 
.. stress intensity factors for various crack length to /. 
I specimen width patios are co~sis~ently larger ~han ttiose , , I ~ I 
obtained by elastic an.alysis and agree with experirnJntal 













This~: thesis has been undertaken to extend Dugda~e 's 
model to the estimation .. of plastic enclave· sizes in the 
more complex problem of cracks; emanating from voids 
.... 
within elastic plat.es. An analytical tee hniqu-e is de:- _ 
. . . 
veloped by, which the Dugdale model can· be applied t.o a 
wide variety o! geometries and load conditions. To 
achieve this end, the Muskhelishvili [6] complex 
a ,_Jrl 
variable approach to plane elasticity in c·onjunctiq.n 
with conformal mapping methods are applied to the 
problem. The stress intensity factors obtained from 
the elasticity .solution are dependent upon the plastic, 
enclave size as defined by Dugdale'smodel. For each 
set of geometric an.d loading conditions, the piast ic 
• 
encl·ave size is· determined such ·that the resulting 
stress intensity factor vanishes and no "infinite 
stresses" exist in the crack tip region. A specific 
detailed problem is given where the plastic enclave 
sizes are estimated for internal cracks emanating from 
. " 
./ 
----:.:.. -----:--~·-- -- --- --- -- --- c·1-r-cu1-ar· ·c·a vit-ie··s·----wt·t·h in·-- -e~·a st-iJ::--:· -pl:·ate--s-~--~·t1lI<l·er----t-e-ns--ion~-.: _:~--- ---~---- -~ ___ -------- .. ____ _ 
---------·· . '.. -- --- ---- - - - -·----- - --- - ·----- . ------ -- .· . -··· ---------·---·---------•----·------·--·--·----···------· .. --·---·--·····~-----··-··-----·------,-·---------------------~--------·-----·--·-------- ~---------
The solution for the enclave sizes of rel~ted problems 
' 
is discussed with respect to the method presented in 
this thesis, and an. experimental verification technique 
-,- -~--.. ----.-----_____________ is __ ~!'o_p9~~-9-_ ~mp~~yi11.g ___ p}? __ C?_~ _ <?~ !~_st ic 1 ty. 








:f'. '1-.1..: 1.' 
·r . ' 
II •. Analytical De~elopment. 
IP ... 
2.1 General Approach' 
·the leading edges of inter·na.1 erracks emanating from 
\ 
., a circular cavity within an infinite elast1ic sheet 
is given to present an anal~tical method by which 
Dugdale' s nrod:e:l. c:an be extended to co.mp.lex geometries. 
The elastic she~t is subjected to a uniform uniaiial 
tensile ... load applied at _infinity. The t.:w."() specific 
cases p.resented are shown_. in Fig. 5: a. :s_.i.ng_le and a. 
~ 
twin -crack geometry. , The problem is irnme.diate-ly 
separated into the linear superposition ~or the case 
with only external loads, problem A, and that with 
. 
only plastic loads, problem B, as illustrated in Fig_. 
le- 6.. In t:his _ .. m~nner the stress intensity -fact-or at "a 
p·last ic enclave. tip, L, can be deterrrri.n·ea. -a,9 't:ne. -con-
tri but ion from the external loa-d plus that from the 







---·-- ··------·----~-~:-~----~--~:-.-~--~------_-=---~-=~~~--1~~-§:_~ __ ! _ w '-__ f ()_~-- which -~ _ ~~ _: .. _ _ _ ------·--· ----
------ -- --- -----·-------- -----··· --
--,-·-,.·-~·· . ----- - ---· --~-- .. --~----·-. ·--·. ~--
- -----·---~---~--· ------=----- ------ - -·-~--------~~ 
K.~K+I( =-o ),,. 1!, ( 1) 
.. ;,..;,- .. 
· q]:h·i-.s i"nsures that the stresses in the crack tip ~egion 
. - - . . - -
r¢ma~n finite. The stress intensity factors, KA' have 
··---·---··-----·------·- ········ J 
. 
·been· ·r-~ported ·by Robe1rts and Rich [7]. They employed 











., .. .. 
·:, 
-10-
in a manner similar to the one explained next for tbe 
··determination of K8 .~ 
A conformal mapping function is used whi.ch trans-
forms tshe .. circular void with k symmetrically emanating 
radial cracks and the infini.te complex z plane exterior 
to (the voitl and cracks onto a· unit circ·le and exterior . ' . . . .. 
infinite J plane. The functional representation of this 
transformation is 
~ -= w ( I) (8.)'-
where W is then expanded into an i.:n,f·i:n .. i:t·e: pol·y·nomial 
series in I . This transformation _PltOV'ide:s a' simpler 
. . 
geometry upon which the boundary cond·it.i:one from the 
plastic enclave may be applied. 
~ At this point, two complex s·t.ress functions, f 
and?, which are holomorphic in the region exterior 
to the unit circle, are defined in the I plane. The . 
. elastic stresses in th.is region are given by Muskhe-
- - ·-·--· -- -- -
- - -------- ------ - ----·------- ---·- ----- -------·-- -~---
-· -· ~--· - - - ~---
:71 .• 
------------·--- ·---
- -·-·-·· - ..... -
l i ~ 1,,,,.,r~ l"" a~.. -- - -- -··------- ... -- -------------· - -··· --------- --- ~----· - ------------------------.----,..-- --- -----------·--· -- -~.l-J---y-.J; -..----- --~----
- --·· ----
-~~--· --· ~··· . ·--. ---·----·----------------~ 
___ .- ---------·-··· -__ ..:..____:__ ____ ,_- --_:_ ---·----- -·---~=~~--~- ------ --- ----------- -- --- -- --- ---------------------------- --- --------------·-··-----·-; -----------·-
( 9) 
. . 2. 
88 - fe -t- 2.it'e = (' :/w'< 1,)[ w(,) <f'"<,) + w'c.1) -Y,'c f~ 
,.-.. 
where ee -~ and ea are the normal stress components and 
-
- __ ,.. __ --- .. ~--'- -
-·-·-··· ···-··'" .. ' .• -- --~- .. 
. ... -- ,...... 
· ee is the ·shear component in polar coordinates. From 
the stress function ~(1), the stress intensity factor at 





'•/..,,,,1,.,•,,, .... ... 
.,,., .• Jo,J;•"f 
-11- .. 
given by Paris and Sih.[l]: 
I 
'It. "f C 1) 
K =- 2.ff ..t-, [ w(1)-wC1c)l <..>'<1) 
& , .... , ~ 
·(1.Cl) 
_Because only tf>(1) is involved in (10), it· is the only 
stres§ function which needs to be determined. 
For this boundary value problem of the first 
• 
... 
kind 1 the surface tractions are specified at the bound-
ary and are related to the stress functions b·y ~he trans-
fprmed boundary-equation as given in [6]: · 
'-· 
C&>(f) 
f(!) t W'C-J) <f'(/) + 1/'(1) :. _J + i .p 01 · bL 
(11:) 
where ~l + if2 represents the loading function in the 
plastic zone. Muskhe 11 shvili [·6] gives the c ontou.r in-
.. 
tegral for the loading function as . ' 
t, .+ i. j,. $ { ( x" + i Y.,) J.., {12) 
where xn ~nd Yn. are the vector component·s of the ex-
' 
ternal tractions which act· along the boundary, L,, 
When the surface traction is a constant normal 
-----
·----- - -- -·--·--- .. - - -------
--------
------- --- - ------·-------·--· -'-··-·-- - - ·--·----,-----·-·--~·--·-·-·--·-··-··"·--·-- -·-. 
- - ---- -~ . - -
-str e s s, ~hi~ h .1-s ·p~~e ~· i~e 1 y --th~=-p;~-fil~rn~~-~-B----·wner-e·~~~y~-~--a~t-~-=~-- --- - ---· --__ -----
over the crack surface. corresp~ndi~g to the eqcl~ve 




·· · - i J (x" + i >' .. ) J ~ = r ~ - - .-. ·. ··~-· .• .. __ ~: ( l':3:~)_ .. __ 
L . . - ·, 
" 
where L_corresponds to the circular edge plus adjoining 
crack-(s) in the z plane. Then the loading function 



























complex Fourier series by 
J.I' 
/, ~ i /a.~ l~ 1 Y(e)e?'.,e de '"' { Jri f" 
where Y(e) .. is the transformed function,. which is ex-
pressed in polar form and integrated·clockwise along 
• 
the unit circle, e-- is the polar angle in the J' plane, 
d is the r·esult:rng Fourier coefficient. n 
By substituting f 1 +. if 2 as a Fourier Series, WCJ) 
.., 
expresse.d as an i·nfiriite polynanial, Cf>(!) and 1/'(3) 
written as Laurent Series about ! = o, into (11), an 
infinite set of linear algebraic equations is obtained·· 
for the determination of the coefficients of <f ( J) . 
To obtain a practical solution for f(!), the infinite 
set of equations is approximated by its partitioned set, 
- which consists of the first M equations in the first M 
-coefficients of Cf'( J) . This is accomplished by trun-
cating w(!) to a series of N tenns before applying it 
to (11). The problem therefore reduces to the numeri9al 
solution of (11) fo.r the coefficients of <.p(J). Studies 
•1. 
on <f (1)' s convergence. I From the c oe ff ic ient s, <(> ( f) 
_______ ----------~s _easily obtained and substitut;ed back into (10) for KB • 






for a wi~e !'an~El ~~~~/y _and~l,/R ra:~1-~s,~.1n cpnJunctior1 ___ _ _ · 
. . 
. ..,. with condition (7),' the Dugdale plastic zone sizes f'or 
various ranges of the same parameters are determined • 
.. 
'I 
·\'!."': ___ " 
L ·. 
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• 
l 
In the following detailed solution, all coef-
ficients for the-various series were computed by 
. recursion lo.ops on a digital computer. . Refer to 
the program listing in Appendix C for tne specific 













... ,;., .' 
--~~. -----·· ·~-~--'"----_._ .. -~-.:.: . ...:.._· - --~ .. ;_J, - .. -- - __ :_ .. ·-- -- ··-•------ .· ... · .. ;.a:._.:;;;;~~c..C.C:.C.:.....C---···;c,.;.c~a., .... ,_;.cc:.... ... :.. ......... -c...--. •-·-. -----·--·-·-···-------;-··-- ~--~~----~-------------····':~-=-·--~~~: ~- • ·~.~-~,-~ .. ::~----_ ...................  
• -,-
-• - a 
____ • __ .=_ __ · _=._· -~-..... -·------·" "·-•·---·---·----·-·-•---------- • • .• ."• •,•• .. ·,~ ----· ·-···-·-·-
-- . --- - - . _.  .......:.._,. 
___ , -- -
--------• -----~ ~-~--- --------- - ·- ----- . -·------ ----------------·---------- ---~--- - -·--•r••·----~·-•-- - -
-- ~--· - - --.~ - - ··-- ----. 
- --~ .... - ,- ., a •• ,a,~ ~--~ • .• -"-·" .~ •-,- •-• • ~=~ ·-· -, •• 













· ._,_....__......,...., __ r~1ilfi..-D,~~r~.J!'.\,:lr,11.,:,q,,_:.1,..-~·~;·lu;.i.~M;;,.,~~i;..:,;··1 













2 .2 __ ~ Mapping Fune tion 
., 
. . . 
The mapping function ·Which .was used to map t.he 
·, circular void. with k _symmetrically emanating radial 
cracks and ·the infinite complex z plan~, which is 
exterior 1'o the· void and cracks, onto· a unit circle .. 
I < ~ 
and exterior. infinite c·omplex ! plane ·,1s. give·n b_y 
. i· 
Roberts ~nd Rich [7] as 0 
. ~f., 
{ ' [ -'- -~ -t i.~ .., ~1 2 =- J-E. 1 + 1 +- If-~ +(1t1 )(j + i?.f.'f + 9J (15) 
where k=l corresponds to the single crack problem; 
k=2 corresponds.to the twin crack problem. The 
pa.rameter' € ' is a real number which depends '1P-OP: 
the crack le fig th· to void radius ratio, L/R.. The: Z 
-~ 
plane·and corresponding J plane for both k=l and 2 
. -- --...,.. 
are shown in Fig. 7. In both cases c.> ( ~) maps the 
cracks as branch cuts. 
Derivations of the f.oll,o_wing .important properties'· 
·.o_f_ the mapping funct}_Q!lS -~P-e----gi-¥:en ___ it:i ___ Appendix A. ~!!~ _____ ...::.... ___ . ·.·------~----·--··--··---··---
/ ' -----------=---- :J -. - _· ~-:~__:-----~=-~=--===~~:==:---~--~-· ___ :__~·--~--.:..::.=_- - .. -·· . . .. 
constant, ,-G. , · was chosen in (15) to normalize --the 
geometry with respect· to R in the, Z plane. Thus for a 
. . 
. given value of L/R in- the physical problem,. the value 
of Lin the Z plane~~- set equal to that ratio, The 
,. 
____ , ______ ·- -- ·---. 
- ·parameter, E. , is related to L by 
• /IJ 
.,. , ..... 
. \ 
•• •·----~·• .. ,.~.,- •••.--,•-··•.-,.,,~u••-·t-'"•··•·-•·-
'\, . 
· · - -- -·---:-----~'i:'-'r.';.·1·1-1J.-d1,l&:m:.W-~,.;:?~iit:UW.-b,V~ ~~~ 
I 
:•, 









L ) l. . ".: • CL ... 2. : ' t: - i -
k=2· ,\~-, l.: ~ 2 ( ,.~ ... , ) - I -::. 
$: where ~ ~-= L + 1 and E. varies from + 1 whe·n L. :a;p,proac.he-.-s 
infinity to - 1 when L appf~aches z~ro~ 
Referring agai11 to Fig. 7, the transf·ormation of 
·some impovtant points are noted. - In the ! plane 
-
points on the unit circle are denoted by u + iv or e. 
. 
'18 
Thus the branch point where the crack joins the hole is 
completely specified by the angle 6: oc., , and th·e x co-
• ord.inate, 1 + a, is specified by .e = e . Not~ .t·hat 01.., 
• 
is the uppe~ limit for. e• if the entire crac.k is loaded 
1, 
by the yield stress, Y. 
· for k=l 
and 
cl= ~-I (-t) 
u 
(17) 
X"' I~ E:. 2. ea.,$ +I +C:, + (r~ca,g)/(~,H-t)( 1-1, ~e) + (1-,t..a.G)/< tA..9 +E:) 1 
·( 18) · 
~- Equation (18) was .solved numerically on a digital 
,_ 
----·--·-·------- ---------·---"~ .. -~-----.-·----,_: .. ,----,------------·------- -- ----------------------------·-------·--·- __ ···_ .. - ·_ ·----_--_- --_- --- - ---- --- --- . - , - __ ... _·- ·-_ -·· __ ·- ·- - . -_ -- •• · -c --· •·. ··_ .. -.··' ,. · ... ,.. . . . ·- ... ·._· -=•~--'- ----··. ' .. · --_· .. . . ____ _::__:_:_::_::-.:..:.:.:_ --':-.~~--: __ ---
cccc:. _ _ _ ._._--' c.. . c.·:c~== ·~-C ,~, .. ·cc,.= .. _ .. c_:c .. ~-~ -_- -- c .. - --' -Oc-(?_!!!!)Ute r -_ t·O -det -~-rm in:e. _____ ~-----·--1_e:.1=___a __ :given--l----±--a-----ey---us--i ng----0(, 
. . 
----------------· . - .. --- . '• 
. . 
' 
as the upper 11mit. For the case of k=2, derivation 
.: ·-· .. ·-···-··, .... _ 
w 
of an expression similar to (18) p·roved to be, too in-
- . . . . 
. ~ 
. . 
volved for practical purposes, t·nerefore, e was ob-
-------·-·-- _ -·-·-----------·----···--·----------ta.1:r!_ed ___ numeri_call_y ____ fr.om,- ~he.truncated- mapping f-un-c-t±on ~ --
.. }. 
At this point, t-he right hand side. of (1.5) was .. 
expanded into a polynomial as follows 
. ' ,. 
.•: 
':·.; .•: . 
.. 
. . r,":· ..... •.,jl_ 
















. [ -1 . - I ~ )1/z.] ( 1.9_) Z = C,. 1 +- ! + I +E: +- (1 + f ) ( S + l E: f + I 
·To expand the radical in (19), let E. =-·- .C-tR.,,oL, 
.. 
j ( I - j _I )'/L + . j~ 
t:h:us: 
f t •/a. / . Q, ) 11,. iaL -~- ] 
-= 1 l (1- s ) ,~\- ~ (':2··0· __ ) 
and by applying a binomial expansion to each quantity 
. 
' . in brackets- in (20), it fqllowed 
• • 
·~ -zw 
< f 1 + , E 1 + • ) •11 = { ~. [ , - T_ < ~ Y' ) [ I - T" ( ~ r· J , 
= f [ I . + r. S f" 1 11•1 I\ 
Now, by substituting (21) into (19) and coll_e·:ct.ing_ 
terms, the following infinite- polynanial ser··i.es was 
obtained. 
--
where the .A 's 
n 
are real coefficients and 
I - 2 










For k=2 , use was 1nade of the expansion for k=l ··: - - . -- -- --- ·--···-- ··-·-·· ···-··-·- ---,·- --·- .. --·-- ·- ___________ -__________ '. ______ .. _,________ -----···---- ----------------------·····-----·--·-- ---··---··-·---··-----··-----···--·---·---·--·---··-------·-··----·---- ~ .. -__________ -.:_ ___________________ ---·-----·····-'-·'"-------·-----··-"'---------------------·······-·-- .. ---------- -------·-------··- ---· ,...------~-- ---·---- -
- -·-· -··----- -- - - - - -






-Note that within the braces in (24), the function 
'L is identical to that in. (19) where J is ·replaced by j . 
. .. 
, Therefore, the coefficients for that part of (24) are 








41D - 1( ·-") 1 ·1-,_ 
. . }. ,.. £, 'f ~ + !:, /!,.. YI ! . 
The problem then became finding the polyn,-anial 
Wh_ose square yields the polynomial within the braces 
ih ( 2 5) • This was done by inspection and gave a 
• 0 
series ·or the form: 
'WJi::e:-rJ~:- t.Jre 'B- 's are real coefficients. 
n 
• 
Finally the poly.nom'.Ji.al representations of the . 
. mapping functions -~e:re trµpca.. t,ed · to make possible the 
solution of the _trounoa·:ry value p:r-oblem-.. ·r:n truncated 
form: 
for k=l tJ 1-n 
Z: -= " , .1) = ~' L A,,~ 
.,~ . 
, ')1:.0 ' (2Y)· 
k==2 
To improve the ~ccuracy of the truncated series, 
""~ 
the coefficients, N-2, N-1, and N, were detennined in 
'·-~yr-
a manner. to satisfy the following conditions .• __________ ._ 
--- - - _._. __ - - - - -- . ' ---. --~- . ---,--·-··-··--·---·~---~-------··· .. -----------·--·-······--·-·-· 
- ___ :._. __ -__ 
··-·--·--------
-~ ··- -,-_ -·- ~-----· ·- -- .... -_ --. ___ ._ ---- - __ -:-_ ·-· ---- -~ -
- - -- _..:·.~-""-' -···-·------*-·<·---- ·--'-> __ ·---~ ___ .,.,-.-___ -- . ~-. . ---- . -· ---~. : ----. ----. - . ···---
,. ,. 
It 
C "I:. (,2·8) 
I 
. ... -• .. '-··· ... ~---
.. . 
.......... -. -- ----. . .. -~-·--- -·- _-,..·-- ........ ,. - ·----
To ·aetennine z1", equations ( 19) and (2·4) were 
differentiated· twice and evaluated at j: / ·, • This 
,gave 
;_ ..,, 
... . . . . .- ' '., .~.' : 






. ----------------- -~-~ 
. ··------------· -~·-~---
.... 
for k=l E.~ ~ ] I ,, , [ l., ::. C I + ~r~ +-;. 
" (29) 
1.:0 
k=2 2.u + (1+3'=)/fi;:;' ] " ~ r; l- 3 + E. .... .2Ji+e..' 
I I . 
In both cases 1 k=l and 2~ the conditions c.2a) 
supplied three linear algebraic equations in the 
,, , three unknown coefficients, N-2, N-1, and N. :The 
first N-3 coefficients remained ~hose obtaihe.d· from 
(2 2) and ( 26). The three linear equations are .. 
,for k=l 
( 30} 
&-._..[c~3) e"] A + 
u-~ 
and for k=2 
Al-l 
- ( 2 N- 5) t, + ( z. N- ~) 9S +- ( i. Al - 1) f> = L ( 1 - 2. ") 1 AJ-2 II- I 1'J n-: o a, 
" 
. l:. )J- ~ 
(2AI • sX zN- 4) & + (2A1-t1 )(.vl-2) '& + (2W- ,)6N) t, =- · ,:-,, - L ( 1-z. --.) (-1.,) "&"' 




·--- -_-- ---=-~-~ .. -=._~ ___ :· - ~ ,; .:., (<z A>-s )e •lg + s,,.,r (2N-3) e ... J "S + s....[(zAI-,) 9 ;J l, = [, !),) (1-211) e .1 f> .. J >J-z. r , N·• J " 11:10 r J .. 
• 
.. - -·-··-· ---··- --· ·---- ·- -
After the truncated polynomial'. mapping functions 
were obtained, the complex boundary value problem was 








... . ~-. -· .. ~ .. :: 
...,.,,.-; 
I 
. ----."'>QlQ,~~, ... t."":,-t.';'ftJli;~~-);+.:m~·i:,'.');,ii_;~~-:~w.4.s,;:,1w:i.i.1'J;~r.:.~.1..1~""'J;~·1it~,14r{:e'!"'11.:r,~1'i;;~.,, ·:, 
,., 
,; 





2.-.3: Boundary Value Solution 
.. 
In accordance with Mu skhelishvili [ 9], the c Qm-. 
-plex stress functions were re.presented in the r·eg:1.p·n u 
exterior to the unit circle in. the J piane· b:Y the 
following Laure~t Series: 
.t> 
fU): L b l' 
-o0 " 
.. ,, 
1/' (!) - L e,., I -
-.. 
·-~ 
\ '. '. 
·w·h.:er.~, ·1;_·-he coefficients are unkno·wn·. 
F\or problem B, in .b·o··t:h cases, k=l ·and 2, the 
stresses vanish:· as: .f .approaches--inf.l!}J .... ty. By apply-
ing this condition in conjunction with equations (9) 
and (32), some ·of the unknown coefficients were elim-
inated as follows: 
, 
·.; 
Differentiating (32) and then substituting int: .. o: =(_3.·3-): 
-----. --- -- - ,-._.,._ --~~,-~~~,"•C ·~ .• ~ ~- -~----- ~--'~==----- --~.-.. --, ._.·,.'_. a ;· - - _ _____..-,._ •-. - -•• • - - -•• --- • • 




• I' b f)- I 
n n j -= 0 , :(34 ) . 
., : -dJ 
For (34) to· hold .as :f approaches' infinity, the- follow-
·- •... ; ..... ·----
-·· f ··-· . .. . -·- . -·-----·· ---· ing condition must prevail. upon c..p CJ) : 






















,,> .. ! ,:,1 ,,t-. : 
. ·1·.-.~· .... t· ;, .: ~-:~:.. ~ 
o ,,_ r • 
cp '< 11. = · L ~ bh ! 
. '92 -· ., i 
By remembering .that K8 qepends upon <f 
1(!) as 
,. 
indicated by equatiOn (10), the coefficient of f 0 
was neglected and Cf C!) was written in ,th·e: following 





Noting that <t ( 1) 1: o as ! approache:s :infin,ity, 




,,, I ( ! ) -= L Y\ c." :f . 
~=-• 
( 38) 
Therefore, in a manner similar to that used for (37), 
1'($) was written in the foll9wing re-indexed fonn: 
-
_, 
= ! , and thus ( 39) gives On the unit circle, J 
'ii' 
1f ( !) = -f' I+~ LJ C j ( 4 O.) 
.. 
.,.o I\ 
____ -_ ........ ~~--"------ _: ::____ - -·---- --
-· - - - - - -
- . - · ... - .. ~ - --- -~ ---
•. 
... , .. ''-------·------------·-_: ______________________________ _ 
----· -, ····--·--------.,-, ................... - .. ,----------~------·----------------------.-----,--.. ----· --------.. ·--------· . . -
The boundary e-quati9n, (11), was then ernplloyed to 
determine the remaining unknown coefficients of C,0(1) • 
' 
------------
- --·----s · ·--·:-:---,·o~"'"~c-'-·~·--'-~·~---- -- -sec au· s e --o r··-·t he .--·r·orm ___ ... ·or ~-(Jr·--·a"s"·-g1ven in ( ~o), the 
.n 
. 
resulting coe:ff'icients of SJ , j'-..o , in (11) .pro-
-.----- .. · duced a set of: linear equations, which involve only 
combinat~ons 9r the knowncoefficientscof Cu(!), 
•,----~- -----------.--.........,.,111;.,,i.r.oNM'fN'~~\,l;il7J:,'!O,;a,"':W-l~'1•WG:'_...,1.........._<;,r'll~~-i~1$4'i,~!t)'.~lt!,i 









the known loading :function's Fourier coefficients, 
and the unknown coefficients of 'f ( f) • Spec if ically 
we 1) (41) _,_ i,+if~ • Cl'('!) + U'(!) {f(j')'-= 
To determine <(J(~) for k=l J it was no.ted that 
. .,, Y acts normal to the unit circle from - e to e <ff as 
shown in Fig. 7. Applying (14) the Fourier Series. 
for the loading funct~on~ f 1 + if2 , developed as . 
0 
Now using 
Y< e) = Y w l 1) 
' 
it followed that ,. 
y Ce) '::. c' V L A: e.. (•-j) i 8 
I j =o .I 
,J 
. 'tl' 
, L "'. e__ C ,-j) 1 6 y z. ce) ,: r '< J =o ~ 
I A) · ( 1-jiie Y,_ (9) = C '( £ J:,...j e, , 
~ 9 
------·---------------------·-------c-------.,-------~------· -- --J~-y sub st it uting (.4 4 ) back in to ( 4 2), the irit e grat ion--_:=-.: ...... ---·-----~-·-·--····· ---~.--- --~~..:.:~ _ _:::__ __ .:::. ......... ---·"·-·-··--·---·-- .. -··- - ---·-- ~--------
- -- - --- --· ---
- --- ~ 
.·~ 
__________ ..... 
- -- - -·-···-···- ··----·- -· ~-----~-~-- ---······-···- -.-e-~--
., .. 
yielded 
. -- . ~ 
r, J .. .f = r. 
... -· 'I=-· 
where from (28) and (~3) 
(·4:(5) 
. 






since the imaginary part of <.:,,CJ) was ro·rced to zer·o 
at e .. e• .. 
Next using (2 7) 
I }J I-ft 
~ (!) = c L A 1· 
I • 9: 0 I'\ 
·; 
, iu,' ( !) 
Using (37) 








Finally applying. (27), (37"~), (45), (47) and (48)·.: 
.. 
·to equation· (41) resulted in 
( 49.) 




- -· - - ··-- ~·--- - --- --
-..• ____ :_ _____ -_~ -~ -~==~,, ~c_; ~-==:~-~~-t-f-on-s----r-e-ve-al_e_d:_ ___ th~a·t-- -N----··mapJr·1n g-t··e rm s ---yi-el·a-ea-a·--s-et ___ 5_f_ ------------~- -. . -~-. ·-.. ---------·--
~ 
linear algebraic equ~tions for b~ to bM where M = N - 4.~ 
For _- n > M, bn. wai, obtained from the reduced form of (41): 
.0 GO L ~ 1_,_.,.. -= £ J ~-n 
II : ,-.+1 >, 11" M-1- J. ., :· :·;. 
Multiplying out the -series in (49) yielded 
·o0 n+1-AI • ._ a.+W\ 
-= £.41 ! .L l-,-.. )6 i. <s1) 










ao f t+1-,J l L It was noted that only part of the A, .. 
. ' tJ•o 
• 





I it was re-written in the following way: 
,.., ,,.,-~ 1. :.5::.· ... 2··. ··)··"'··. ~-- . -. , .. 
L ...4J., --J 
.. : 0 -~ 
where g = sM • n -n 
.-
Substituting (5.2·1 b·ac·k into· (51), and the·n b:ac.k 
into (49), yi.elded t:he following set of linear equa-
. ,· 
tions for bn: 
Index, varies from O :to M in P, r 
J.1-p 
h + £ (-1-Yl)Q 6 =- J 
p 11=0 Ji' .. ~ I') -P+f 
Equations, (·53) when solved sirnul taneously, deter-
mined the first O to M coefficients ot: · '4'C.~) • 
Equation (50) yi~lded the remaining, n) M, coefficients. 
The third condition on the truncated mapping function 
as expressed by (2.8), insures that the :imaginary part_ 
., 
of (,J ( 1) « equals· zero at e ~ e 
• Inserting this 





·- -··-····-··-"·---···· -~-- ---.-,-- .. --.--,., -~,.-.-~---,·--·-· 
.:_·;:._~: --~-~=--·-
--r -- - - - - -- -- -- -
-------------- ---~-~ c .• "~~ . - ___ c o:f. d" --- -- t 0- ·z-ero ... as--·n a ppr oa.cne·s·-·1ri f-rn_i_t y--to-·b e-·--slio\ffi·;----------------------... -------------
n . .·. 
·,.- --:~-
·r--- - - . ~ 
,, 
_________ ,_: __ See Appendix B. Th_erefore, in conjuncti~n.with .(50)-, 
I 
---.---------
the· numerical convergence of <.f'(j) and more important · 
I . 
<.() ( j) was as sured. 











' ' ..... 
I ·, 
-24-
' l ,, 
Numerical tests were run to leani the effect of 
Non then-th coefficient, d. These results are 
. n 
reported later and· were used to determine the number 
of terms in ·~Ci) required to achieve the desired 
accuracy. Thus· q>c J) was computed .by two sums: 
M -1-" . Cl -I- WI 
· <4>< 1) .. . t b 1 + L 6,, i 
'l~o 'I 'f ~ M+I 
. ·-For k=2, ~ { .!) was determined in .a fashion 
similar to that for k=l with the following modifica-
tions. The twin crack problem is symmetric in both 
..loading and geometry with respect.( to the coordinate 
• 
axes. Therefore, the problem was modified to the 
linear superposition of the twin crack with plastic 
. ' loading only on the right hand crack tip, Pr·oblem c, 
,, 
plus the twin crack with plastic loading only on the 
left hand crack tip, Problem D, as illustrated in., 
Fig. 8. It was then noted that Dis exactly the same 
as C where the coordinate axes are: rotated ,r radians .• 
For that amount of rotation, Muskhelishvili [6] shows-
that the corresponding functional transfonnation i~ 




------- ---------- -- ---- - ---- ------------·--·-· -·-· . --------- -~-----'-
··' 
{i. .• ,_ --·-r--· · ...... - '" 
Thus, for appli·cation to the solution -of the 
stress intens·ity factor as. indicated by (10) 
1. ·.l 
I I I 
'f> ( j) = 'Pc ( j) + <() 1J ( 10) 
I 
= 'P 1 < f) +- 1 ( - f ) 
__ (. . ____ C - 0 
,J-, - . ,-... . .• · 












, . .'· 
and the problem ·1s solved by determining/ the coef-
fie ients of cp_ ( 0) . ' . c., J • 
. Canparison of the·.! planes for k=l and k=2 
as shown for C .in Fig. 9, revealed that the Fourier 
~. '"-Series for the loading function of -c is the. same as 
that for k=l where the only difference comes from the 
twin crack mapping function. Thus from 
1J . 
· .. [? J" (1-z.91) & 9 
YCe)-= Y ci). C!) = c' Y LI 6~ e-
z l)sO ., {57) 
where the power (l-2n) .replaces (1-n) in (43-), the 
Fourier Series for C is obtained frorn -(45,) by ... replac-
I . ing j with 2j: 
.. fl -L d,. f = L 
••-,O ....... 
where from (28) and. (57) 
'\ 
_.>. 
( 5:9 l 
since the imaginary part of wz.(j>) was forced to zero 
~~--~ . . . .. .. . ~- . . ' . . . . . . . - - . C. . . .• 
--------------·---- ·. . . · --- · ---- at 8 8 
• 
Next using ( 27) 
;(,· ; 
,J 
r. L fl .lJ ,-_ Z.Y\ 
. tuz. C 1) == It' .o.,. ~ 
., = 0 .• 
_;: .. :? 










, -, .. ·--:: :_·_ ··.- :::_ ;:.:, ___ : _-___ -- ---=--- ----- .:..'::..:_ ---.- - __ · 
-26-. 
Using (37) 
.0 -,- '1 
'f'c. C:f) = L b 1 
... 0 ') 
thus 
.~: 
F~nal·ly ap_ply~ng (27), (37), (58), (60) and (61)~ 
. 
to equation --(41) resulted in 
- -1-'I tbf + 
"~ 0 " 
Expansion pond multiplication of the series in (62:) 
revealed two independent sets of linear algebraic 
equations for the even and odd b 's. 
n 
For odd n's, 
-J. -4 
b1 +b1 + .... 
I 3 i.e., , the coefficients are all .. 
identically ~qual to zero. For the even n's, N terms 
in the mapping function yielded a set of linear alge-
~raic equations for b0 to b2M where M = N - 2. For 
iP·· n > 2M1 bn was obtained from the reduced for!11 of .( 4l} 
·•. 
as ind 1 c a ted by ( 5 O ) : -_ ... - ----- ____ ---------------------------- --·--- ----- .~- --- --.-. ,-----------------·-------- --
- . - - -- - - - . - - -·- - - -- - --- - - - - . - -- ----~- --·- - - -· --
.~. -- ---------------- .. ---------.. ·---------------·,-- - ·- _., _____ ---··-·· -~- -·- -·- ··----· ----···------···-·-·--·--------·---------------------·· -------- - -_. --· . - . -------------
- . _,_ " • - W\ 
r,. b., s = L d11 '! 
" = a"1 + , .. ... aflit + a.. 
(50 ). 
where- all dn 's, n is even, are identically equal to zero. 
·Multiplying out the series in (62) yielded 
. .,. 
..\. - ... 










It was no'ted that only part of the 
• 
. J 
affects the f , j ~ 0 1 terms of (62). Therefore it 
was rewri ,ten in the following way~/' 
( . 64) 
, 
Substituting (p4) oac::k into (63),- and tne-n back 
..p.,...i 
into (62), yielded the: r·ollowing set of linear equa-
tions for b where·,.n i.s ·even: n ..... 
Inde·-x .P ·var·1e s ·from o t·o M in 
~-p 
b + L c-,- 2 .,) Q 6 = d 
Z.p tt=o Jp+"' 2a, · Z.p+I 
Equations ( 65), when solved simul taneou·sly, 
determined· the· first O to 2M coef fie ient 9f -~ c 1) • 
\I , .. 
-~i. 
Equation ( 50) yielded the remaining, n > 2M, c oeffi-
c ient s. The convergence properties ford shown for 
n 
k=l in Appendix B also apply to k=2. Therefore, the 
,, 
numerical conver~ence of '-P,(1) and c.,;,c1) was assured, 






-~- · which determined Q for the number of_:_m-apping t--enn-s-.,~N,-~~-···· ·····----.--:...~-
to yield the desired accuracy of 'Pc ( 1) • Thus 'Pct$)· 




.. ,,, r•.; 
' ,.~ . 
• 1· ' 
. . ·),,;· . 
... 






2,4 Stresi Int~nsity Factors 
The stress functions for k=l and 2 were found 
in the previous secti·on and shown as 
,· 
Gl for k=l E btJ 
_,_,. 
<.p( i) ~ f 
tt~o (67) 
k=2 Q -1-i,n 
'i> l t> ~ Li 6 :! 
C. n:o 2tt 
These were applied to (10) to determine the stress 
intensity factor at the crack tip, ~=l. The quantity 
I 
' w C1) was written in the following alternate form to 
ease the solution of (10). Since w'(~) is zero when 1- J , 





where CJ(:f) is a polynanial whose coefficie.nts are 
chosen such that the roots of g ( 1) = o fall inside the 
unit circle. Differentiating (68). yields 
C.., 11 ( 1) : ( ,J-1) s'c1) ... 9 (j) :{69) .. 
Then solving for q ( 1) in ( 69) and substituting back. 
--iil-te-~~-{~6-8) revea-1 s ----
For a crack tip at 1-= 1z-·-=- I , le)(!) was expanded 
about f= I 
give· 
r • in equation (10); -then (70)· was applied to 















( '$-1) w" (j) 
thus 
. . (·71) 
. . . 
By using (29) and (67) in conjunction with (71), the 
stress 'intensity factor at the crack tip for k=l was 




For k=2, 'f (1) was found from l.P, ( !) by applying 
equation (56); then substituted into (71) to yield 
4 Q 
( = 1 .. , L (-,-i") b a~ 1:.1 n•o 2" 
(7.3) 
Note that the st~e$s intensity factors from (72) 
and (73) are normalized with r~sp£ct to .Y, which multi-
plies each Fourier Series term of· (45) and (58). 
I 
'I 
-__ , - -- --- --·--· '" ' - ~ .. 
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2,5 Plastic Enclave Sizes ..,, 
The Preceding ·analysis and associated .computer 
-
programs determined K8.k for k=l and 2. For different 
loadings at infinity and various L/R ratios, these stress 
• 
intensity factors were used to determine the plastic en-
clave sizes according to the condition of equation (.7) 
by the following method. Refer to Fig. 7. 
1,) For both k=l and-2, K8 was bbtained for 
various values of W/L and L/R ratios. These values are 
tabulated in Tables 4 and 6 and are plotted on Figs. 10, 
11, and 12. The actual KB values are negative, but they 
are plotted positive for graphical convenience. The 
stress inte.nsit y factors, KA, were taken from reference 
[7] and tabulated in Table 7. They are also shown 6n-
Figs. 10, 11, and 12. 
2.) The desired results are to yield W/L for 
given a/R. and CT . tP /Y ratios. Therefore the following 
notation is adopted. 
----·---·-···-------. . -- · .. · .. - ... :--'-'----····--·--·-··------···---·---·· -----·------- ' . ' . -
-· ' ---c----···-·--- .--- ." , ... - .· .. ; --;_ 
--- --·-·---·- --·--·-- ---------------·---------------------·-···---·--·--·-·-- - - ' -- .... 
----
- - ,- - ., 
------·-----·----~------·- -------------- ....... -,-----·------ -- -- ·-
------·- ---- - - -----------------·------·--·---------·------ ---· --- __________ .. _______ , ____ ---·-- --
·---··----·-··---------- ·~- .-...... ·,-· '· - .. -·~.- (. ----·--· -----··-:--·--·------·------··------·--.. ----··- -·-------- --
1:t .. W/L (74) , 
Sinc.e the KBk 's were computed . based upon the crack, .. 
· a, plus enclave, W, the rel~tionship between a/R ijnd L/R 
was needed for a specific W/L. Thus 
. 
.'-,; 
. ' --· 
.. 
¢ 
·'. J· I 
. -·-·> ... ·,~ 









.R . = ll- -
-
:,t;ri.. ,(7'.:5. ') 
-
- I - 11 
The parameter, L/R, is tabulated for incremented 
values of y between .05 and .8 and x between .5 and 10 
' in Table 1. 
3.) ·For the x' s and y' s chosen I the ratios of 
K 
. stress intensity factors, Bk/KAk' were obtained 
fran Figs. 10, 11, and 12 at the corresponding L/R's·. 
Taking into. account the normalizing of KBk witp 
respect to Y, the stress ratios at any a/R~ ~L/R 
were determined from the plasticity condition on t·.he 
stress intensity factors. Namely. 
thus 
( 1·6-} 
.: where KBk is _a negative numbe;· In this fashion 
Tab~e ~tr~~was constructed and the plots of W/L versus 
' ~ 
- a; /Y for various a/R values were obtained and given 
'• .. ~ .•. ~::~ :". ~-----··-- .. --.... ·- . 
-- ------ . - -- . ----~------- - --
---------· ·---- .. -·--·······-·-·· -··--·····---··--·-·-·· ··-····· ---- ---· ------
···'···~·-· ....... , ., 
:,~ .. - . 
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III. Results of Analytical Analysis 
The discussion of analytical results is presented 
in two parts. Fi~st the convergence of data for K8 as 
obtained from the computer is evaluated. The accuracy 
. 
of these results is estimated. Second the magnitudes 
of the resulting plastic enclaves are considered with 
·1 respect to the problem's dimensions. 
't.· 
- - . - ·:· -1-· - ·--·· . , .. -
t, As noted in the analytical development, tpe mapping 
polynomtal was truncated at N terms, and the stress 
~ function was approximated by a finite series o.f Q terms. 
- It remained to determine the influence of these numer-
ical approx~atiodrns on the accuracy of ·the results. 
The stress function, <./'(.f) ,· was the quantity initially 
affected. However, the stress intensity factors, which 
are directly related~ to the stress function's .first 
derivative by (~O), were chosen to measure the conver-
gence of solution bec:iuse of their close· relation to 
the plastic enclave sizes. 
-:-->-... _ 
-· 
_______________ :..: ___ ----- .-·· -:_ _____ ,. ··-. -. ---. -----~--------------------·----·por··---·--k =-I .:·--t-he--········e-·f_f_e_c_t~~---o·r--·-th-e-·m--ap pin g-~fU n C t 1-on--tr\ln C a-~- .. _ 
• 
.tion was tested by varying N while fixing Q at 99. 
,. 
Not +ng ,:,that M is a direct reflect ion of N since M · = N.1 .. t 4 1 -
... ~ .... ~· 
, 
the results of this test are shown in Table 2a. The 
max~um storage capacity of the digital computer limited 
the unsegmented program to M = 24, For the trial of 














was written. The rate of convergence for the mapping 
polynomial decreases as L/R decreases. Thus a crack 
length, L/R =t 2, was ch·osen to test the poorest condi-
. 
, ~ 'tion of CA> ( :f) • One can see that in the ·range_ of M 
,. 
from 15 to 46, the flu6tuations in Kare of- the ord~r-
2 out of 270 for W/L = O .05 and 5 out of 680 for 
w:;1 = O. 30 for less than a 1% deviation. , . <.: -
The effect ·of the number of terms in tJ1e stress 
function series was tested by varying Q such that the 
terms added to the initial M, i.e., Q-M, ranged from 
O to 275 while M was held constant at 22. Table 2b -
~ 
indicates the trend evident from this study. Variation.s 
on L/R and W/L can be Sften to have had no significant 
... 
effect on the convergence of K8 • In all cases the 
maximum deviation between any two data are less than 2%. 
Therefore, the results from the pr·ogram for k=l ·are as-
sumed to converge within 2% of the true value. 
As a final check on the program, the results for 






------····--------------···--------------·-------. --- ---··---------- ---- . 
- -- - -- -- . . . ... . . . . . . ' . . 
closed form solution for the stress intensity factor 
at the crack tip where normal stress-es act on the open 
surface of an internal crack. The solution is given 
" by Paris and Sih' [l] for ~the case where R = o, which 
corresponds to L/R approaching infinity in this plastic 








was can pared to ~the c anputer program's solution for 
t e 
L/R = 10 •. The results are reported in Table 3 and 
are comparable as an approximate check. 
Therefore, all of the stress intensity factors 
plotted in Fig •. 10 and tabulated in Table 4 were 
obt aine.d with M = 24 and· Q = 99. These are assumed-
. 
to be accurate to within 2% of the true values. 
For k= 2, the ef feet of the mapping fun ct ion trunc a-
' tion and the stress function's finite polynomial approxi .. 
mation on the convergence of the stress intensity .,fac.tors 
was studied in the same manner as previously indicated 
for k=l. Once again the deviation between converging 
_results is ·-less than 2% as obset•vable in Table 5. Thus all 
.., :)~' 
the stress intensity factors plotted in F·igs. 11 and 12, 
.. 
and recorded in Table 6 were obtained with M = 24 and 
Q = 99. It is, assumed that this data is al so accurat:e: 
to within 2% of the true values. \ 
Plastic enclave sizes for k=l and 2 are tabulated 
-1n~al>le -~3--- and-- represented-· 1n--Figs. 13 and 14 respective.:----
ly. To convert the ~ati~ 1 of W/L to W for a_ given a/R, 
use. 
w ;:. (77) 
For k=l, sufficient CJ;, or L/R ratios is expected 
to cause plastic yielding along the circular cavity 
oppo~ite the crack, This condition was not included 
.. 
~-














in the pla~tic enclave model, Therefore, only a 
sample data range is presented to demonstrate the 
method or determining enclave sizes. ·The range in 
which the enclave model applies co~ld be found by 
'-
first co,mputing the stress function at z ·= -1, '1= ~1 , 
., 
then applying them to equations ( 9) to determine the 
stresses. The parameters a-.;y and L/R which first 
create stresses large enoug·h to cause. yielding based 
-upon sane type of yield criterion, i.e., Tresca or 
Von Mises, fonn the· limiting boundary on the Dugdale 
Model's application to the enclave solution. The de-
fining of this a pp lie able region .was not the object 
of this thesis and is· le-ft open for furthe.r· i·nvest iga-
tion. 
When k=2, the Dugdale plastic enclave model rnor-:e 
c'1osely approximates the physical problem than it does 
! , ' . 
for k=l over the full range of loading and geometry 
·~ parameters. Therefore, the complete plastic enclave 
solution is presented for ·all a/R ~ o. 5·. As a/R ap-
-----~-·-··------.. --
pro aches infinity, the solution is seen to appre-ac.ll- -· ___ ~ 
the plastic zone solution by Dugdale [ 3] for internal ti 
·· straight c·racks in ela~tic plates under tension, For 
.t.• 
. ...... 
a/R < O. 5, the physic al problem approaches the det-erinlna---------
~ 
tion of plastic. enclaves adjacent·. to a circular hole in 
an infinite plate under tension. For this lower range 

















. the inherent poor convergence of the numerical system 
"' 
... 
of equations which detennine them. Thus,th~ twin 
' . 
II> 
numerical plastic enclave solution was limited to 
~\· 
a/R ~ 0_5, However, the numerical methods for both 
KA and K8 , and ~hus for W/L, are applicable and easily 
extended tp lower ranges of a/R with the aid of a 
computer wi~h larg·e storage capacity. 
' 
The Dugdale internal crack solution can be seen 
in Fig, 1~ to approximate that for the twin crack 
situation only for various ranges of a/R dependin~ 
upon the applied load. The largest variation comes 
. 
at ~~ /Y = 0.5 where, for example, an internal 
straight crack, w~ich is three inches in length, pos-
sesses a· o·,6 inch plastic enclave at each crack tip. 
When a one inch circular hole is introduced at the 
crack center, the enclave size increases to 0.75 
inches. This represents a 25.% increase over t,he· 
straight crack estimation. 
.;. 
·, ... 
.. --------·--· - : ····-.---· - ' - . ' ·. . . ' . . . . ' . ' 
-- ----- -··- ···-· .. , .... , . ··-······- --·-----------·-·--·-·--· -.- ····-' ------·- --
-r 
-------------- ••• •, :,,. • .. I •----·--··--· •"' ...• •"•" •-·-·-· •, ~-· __ .• .- .• •• .'..~ -'•. • ."". '. --- • • • • '._ . --• .:::.. .. :~_,.,-_-_:.:_.,:;_..:.....:...-•;•_...;.,~.:..::--• , _ _;__••--••-••• ,}•- ,. 
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, IV. Conclus·ions and Possible Future Work 
The analytical method and numerical solution pre-
sented in the estimation of plastic enclave sizes for 
'I: 
cracks emanating from a circular void within an elastic 
·plate under tension can be exterrled to handle other 
conf1gurat ions of loading and geometry. for example,. 1 
a solution for the representative plastic zone lengths 
of the same geometrical problem subjected to. a cylin-
dric al bending load at infinity can be obtained by 
the appropriate changes in the boundary conditions 
for solution of t·he elastic· stress intensity factors 
resulting from external loading. Variations in the 
problem geometry such as internal voids of elliptical l w 
or any arbitrary shape can be coped with providing 
it c~n be mapped to a unit circle in a complex plane 
-by a truncated poJJynomial. Plastic· en·clave·s at the 
tips of edge cracks in various sh~ped plates can also 
,, 
:be estimated provided they meet the same mapping require-
ment. 'The· remainder of t·he analysis follows that pre-
- - ----------··--· - ·----- --- --- ------------ .----- -- -
-'.---·----··-- .... 
- --· - ---- ·---·- --· ---
- ---- .. ---··------~------- --- _______ ,._... 
---- ---- - ---- - . --· -- --- ------------ ----------· -·-··-,-,..,.---... .. ~------- ~- - ·---~-- --.-·--··-· -- -- -- ~ 
. c··~-----·. _.· .... -~,.-,-···-_.,=· ..... ,·-,·--_-c_--cC'C . .-,_·, __ · .... --s-e-nt-ea-·£-er C 1-reu-l-a-r---vo ids-.---- ' ·-·------·-----------------------------·--------· 
For each new geometric and loading configura_t ion, 
. 
. ) 
-~---------·------- -~he_applicability of DugdtJ.le's plastic zone model must 
. ,,.,, '~··.r.,--.:,., ·-~·-· ,, ..... ·.-,~·,-"•• . ._ 
• 
be evaluated with respect to the physic al problem. 
Any (enclave model,-~hich will approximate the mode of 
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·~. 
can be in.corporated into the boundary value problem 
· and solved. by the fiumerica·1 techniques .presented. 
E. J. Brown [8] suggests a model which employs a 
thin strip~ along .the crack line to represent the 
plastic yield zone for a plan~_ problem with arbitrary 
. loads in the plane of the plate. The material in the 
yielded zone is then removed and the crack allowed 
' 
to extend to the limits of the·yield zone. The result~ 
ing plastic stresses at the yield zone's edge are 
' - -·-~ -
applied as surface tractions along the crack extension. 
This approach is similar to Dugdale's, however, this 
f 
model includes the variations in normal tractions and 
also the shear tractions which result from plastic 
yielding. 
Rosenfield, Dai, and Hahn (4] vary the normal 
plastic stresses in the Dugdale model to account for 
strain hardening effects in the crack tip region. 
Their modifications enable them to calculate crack 
IP 
propagation parameters which more closely approximate 
ex·perimental results at~h_i_gh·---~~tJ~rnal_ load to yield -··---·-----·---------· .. ----- ··~·--------------- - ------··-·----.- ····---··----. - ------··-······-···-····-·---- -----·-··-···-····--·····-···--- -----·----·-----·--------·-·-·------
r-atios, .than does the unmodified Dugdale model. 
- ~ This type of variation is easily·· inc or.porated into 
-~--- --- the t-ae-si-s- method by -prop-er-- adj ustme-nt~-o-r-the loading 
p 
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In the circular void· with emanating cracks problem, 
the anal'ytical results were checked against limiting 
solutions found in the literature. However, a direct 
'Ii 
experimental v·erification of the analytical solution 
is proposed which employs reflective photoelastic 
techniques. The photoelastic coating is applied to 
the spec irnen, and then the voids plus cracks are in-
troduced to the specimen-coating combination to assure 
the proper matching of boundary conditions in the 
specimen and photoelast ic coating material. In con-
junction with a-method for separation of stresses or 
strains, i.e., oblique incidence reflective photoelas-
.• 
tic techniques or \ shear difference method, the norm al 
reflective technique will yield the principal stresses 
and/or strains at the plastic enclave region preceding 
the crack tip. Application of a rlastic yield criterion, 
i.e., Tresca~,,Von-Mises or an arbitrary establishment of 
a principal plastic strain threshold, will then determine 
; 
a representative plastic enclave length. , These measure- .t 
~ 
_______ ---------------·---,-. ______ : _____________________ Jn_g_nt~ will p_:ro.vtd.e a direct e xper 1men tal check of analyt-
--·-·····-·-------------- . . . . . . . ---- . . .- . ------·-------·-·-·····--·-·-·····---·-·--·· --------·······---
----·-·····--·-····--- ---------- 0- ---·-·····--·--------·-----------------------·······- ····-··--·--···-······--··-······-····-·····················-········· ··-····---·------------···--····--·-··-··--··--·-········--·-····-. ····-·-·--- ··--· ..• ·-···· ....... -·····-·-··-··--···--------'--~-'--'·-··--·-----··-········-· 
., 
.. , 
. . - - ,-
.... 
ical results, The photoelastic method can be employed 
' 
to check any plastic enclave problem within.the physical 
! 
I 
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Apper1dix A · Mapping Functions 




L - Z. 
t= .t[L;?.J - I 
., 
Al.) Find the limiting values of E. : 
., 
I z. t[ I+\ J - l .t ~ E:. -= -L... - Z, - I --L_. dl L .... ao 
L I f· -: k-, 2. I+~ -/ - o - I -..l.,'.-r f. - -L~-o 1--.0 tO 
· .. 2.) Find C such that R - 1 in the z plane -
' 
put j:I into (a) 
,] 
2: .. 1t + L -=- e [ (3+~) + .:t}z.+E. ~ J 





I+ L = cl 3 ~ [ i ( L~z ) 1-1] + .;zfz: [1 + a( L\1.f- 1J 112 J 
·- - - - -- -




... . .:.. 
: C. [ ?. ( I ~ L~1 r J 
(.1 ... L) 
t -=. 
1. (L + 2) 
: 2L 1 ,a. gL ~g -t.L'J. 
I 
- .. 



























A 3· .) To Find ~ 1.e., Branch Point 
use. (a) where z = 1 
. . 
~ . 
te . . .a 
.f=e., = CAJaJe+i~e 
at the branch point /term' in
1 
(a) = 0 
e :r rL 
and 
I 
I -= I-El 
J.-E: : , Cdc.-,8 +1 +E. 
·~· 
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A 4.) Find . X Ce) : 
'· 
' 
1. sub st 1 tut e J =· '-L ,. ~ ..r into ( a) 
·Re .. al Part : 
tA., &A.. 
X = u. + t.,.•-+ ,r~ ... (, + ~) + [ I "" .... I. .f.V ... J ..c. 
where 
..i') z. )'la.. 
~(f+Z.E1!+1 • ' ( ... )'/.,_ cl. • J#W/ 'f ... 1 E; ! + I , 
2- ~ 
= [ .:- V 1-+ Z.t'4 + 1] + L z. IA. 'If' .f, U: tr] i 
ir-




+ \, t. = + 4 6 u.3 . 1,, ~ (41E.11' .. +4G.) £l . --1. - 0. u. .,.. (2,r +Z,+~E.)CL + ..,. 0 
-+ I . i-
r - ~-'( ! ) • ·t....,-', 
now 
."'for n = 
('16'1. 
- Z-) 1. 4 1r .... r 
.,,.d 







------ ·--· -- - - . 
. ::c--=: ~ :· ~= :=c:-:=·=·-~~~- ·~- .._ . =~ =-~~= L~i, 'iJ.~ = "'. :~:: ="_._ :_•.· .. ~-·. _ :_---:=--:_·-===--=-~.-.. ~-":" . _:__.~. ~- ~:= ::~- --------------~-'. .. -~ 
l' d 
ta., I -- ~ 
-· 
:,· .... 




[ .A,o 2. ! ]''i. ~ - CotLI l.- (1) 
cl [ 2. f J Y2 t-., t - ...t,o ~ 
,;, 
......... -:-
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S ( 5 - b) 
,, 
where S :. 1/ 1 ( Cl. ... b ... ~o) 
1. 
a.. 
+ a. 2.. 
and 
Cot.-'.}: : [. s·· (s- b)J = t + 
L o. .If. 
.. ,.'·-' ·:- -· ;' -· 
substitute back using 0 r = ~-2--+ __ b_2_, 
. o /c and ob ta in . frorn· <: i}: 
.c - '( ..t.'! + Q. ) 'lz. 
.a 
d= ( ... D~ Q.)l~L 
~:. use condition on unit circle 
i. e· •. : 
• 
• • 
'L 'L 1r = I-LL • , 
v-" = , _ z.u.z. + u.4 
. 
2 ' subst. in for r in (h) 
' 0 
V- '= /1- IL._I 
2. 
.Jt,o = 4 ( LL&. -1- 2 E. IA.. .+ ~ ) 
... 
! ; ·~:... 
similarly for a 
.. 
- j, 
(1 = . 2- Lt ( u. .... e.) 
.c; : [ ( I(+ E.) ( I + Lt.) ]'/1.. 



















, f .- • 6 1 
-45-
-· 
~ubstituting (j) and u·nit circ-le condition back into (g) 
3. 
X : 2;1l ... ( I Ha) + O~IA.) J (U.H:)(l+w.) + (I-IA.){<. U.+f.)\ 
Note that on unit circle u = cos e 
a 
and multiplying X' by C as indicated in (f) 
obtain: I 
C, ,-" 
-X(e) -= '~ ~ f 2 eoa.e + (1 H.) ~ ( Hc.a.e) / ('41te ~E:)(,H4R.e)' + ( 1- 4r.z.e)/(t«.B +,>'J 
' 
•. 
. - ,,._ ----•----------·- ······-·--------~---'·.,.._· ·--·-. ·- •; - __ ,_ -· 
. ... 
. , 
- -. '. - --·. .. .- - ..... ---. -.: -- ,' .. -. 
. .. 
(1) 
... ·---~---- .,,_ --
t:"'-. 



























Appendix B Convergence of the Loading Function's 
r, 
Complex Fourier Series 
for k=l 
from equation (45) 
where from ( 4 6)· · -
H . ' 4' 6 LN 
, l"' . c •-~) t.. e ' t' . A ) • t LJ A..· e = c '-' · ..-caa- (1-j e j~o J . jo;,.o J . 
0 
substituting (n) into the quantity~ within braces in 




expanding sin(l-j-n)a• into sih(l-j} e'*' cose• --sine• cos(l-J)e• 





s~ (1-j·)e* ~ ne* 
. (.1-j-l'\) -
c ,-·j) c.aa., (,-~ )9.., !.wa ~e• ) 
VI (1-j-\f'I) . 
----·-··---·-·----------.-- . ·-· --- -- ------··------------------ ----
---------
· . .. .. ... . _Jp t . L - - _ _ ... ····· .. __ _ 
______ , .. ________ . - . _. . .• _......:..:... . -----·------ - - ----- - -- -- ---- -, - -
,} 
For large negative n: 
• 
.. 
' . . . .. _.,. 
.. . . -. J - ~ ~, ·,y, .. - :S- ,i . .. . . . 
... .. -. --·--· ........... ,_,,_ .................. . J . ' 
- - - --- - - - - - ------ .. ' -· ' - . --._. . .. . 
Thus for (p) 
N 
-1- L A.j (•-.:;) ~<.,-,j)e• 
.. 









· 47' ~, 
- - ; 
Noting from condition three in eq\lation (2~), .t,,(l-)=o 







c' LA.. s~(,-j)e,• = o 
j:o J (r·) ' . ' 




Based on (50), (s) insures the convergence of <.f'<J) as 
" ~ 
t ' n ........ -c0 • However, KB depends upon c.p ( !) as indicated 
I 
cfby (10), .therefore, the convergenec of l.P C.i) for ~arge 
negative n is desired. Different1·ating (50) yields 
, 
the form of the coef fie ient of. q, ( ~) as n ,. ·oo 
~ A) c· 
I t' l .. " IL • . ~""" t LJ I\· s · •·j)e c.o;z_ vie -+ C . "'. (1-j) c.-(,-j )e.., -.'"'..,....__ j = 0 J . J -:.o J . . . 
0 0 
:0 ( ·t·) 
a 
____ ------···----- .... ____ . -.. -····--·-'-·--··----~---~- _______ _F_or k=2, the Fourier Series is given by (58)., /, Q . 
which is similar to that for k=l where--j is replaced 
, 
by 2j ,- Thus the proof of convergence· for <..P( !) , and -
c.p'c !) is the same as that above for k=l. 
·c-.•. , 
. · ... 
,., ..... _ ...... !'·· . 





Appendix C Application to Computer Solution 
C 1.) General Notes: 
.. 
Computer programs were written for both the single 
. 
and twin crack problems with slight modifications 
,J 
• 
employed, to make the convergence studies. A detailetl 
description of the program for k=2 is presented here. 
The one for k=l is very similar, with the major change 
arising from the difference in mapping functions. It 
will be kept on file by the ~uthor for five years· 
f-rom the date of this thesis. The· programs were ·writ-
ten in the Lewi.z algebraic programming language and 
~ 
operated on the Lehigh University GE-225 Computer. 
The various parts of the program fo.r k=2 can 
be associated to the analytical development. ·~.of the 
plastic enclave sizes by consulting the ffollowing 
flow chart .and sample listing in conjunction with 





- ----- • - __ ,,_L_, ----• •<• • --• • •-·--,- ·•••-•-,.--,-·-• •-';'-:-;--•• • ·---··:-:-"-' -: • 0• :·. ~- • • '.I 
-·---•-
----·····- ---- ----------------.... ··~---- - ---~--- --- -· -
---- --.. -·--
.. 







.\ ·.. . .. ,· ;- ,, 
.- ... ' ,. ., ~··~· .. ' . 
. ·:·'~-~t:;· 
. ~ ' ... 
,,;r 
·, 
·: ._"'· . 
• f",, 













'\ ( I:; ... 
·' 
(. 
C· :2.:) Pr~ram Notation: 
,· 
" ' The following list identiries the computer program 
variables corresponding to the main variables in the 
analytical development. Where. applicable the specific 
la 
equation number is given which refers to the most impor-
0 
tant relationship in the solution invloving the variable. 
· The remai_ning variables, not 11 sted, aite either dummy 
indexes or variables used in loops to determine· the 
main ones as listed~ 
' . ~ 
. 





















- - - --- -
- -- ---- - -
/\j:'",,, '.:"f·,. 
-- - --------- ~- -~----








•, I ; • • ._· ~ '. 






9 .. ..J. (64) 
M + I 
, .. • · ..










































































F.i:g• . 7 
(6,5) 
.(71), (72) 


















----- -.... --.._. 
_,_ 
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. ·c ... J .. ) Input: . 
• 
The input was punched on cards .follo-wihg the Lewiz 









3rd Q + 1 
of L1R values 
of rr-tralue s 
4th initial value of ~J'/.L: 




increment siz-e cf: :w_,;L 
L/R values 
N values 







. - . ------·-----. _______ _. ___ ---. -
----·--
-~--------------~ --.. - -
---·-·-----------------------.. -----· --------· ·----. --------·- .. ·---~-- ---'=~""."."".~---:-~---:----------~----·7"---:-----------"""7"'"---- .. - ,,.. . - . - --------- ----·-····- , •-·- :::-•-----·--- --- --.r----::.-:::: ~..;;.,., -~,•-••- ---:-: - - ·-• - ·- ~·-·=-··-~'"":'.:""..- ~--•••---•·,--·--~·--:•,--·-"::~·-:• ----·---·-~--··•-•••.-'C~~--•---·-=--:-•-···~:::- '• - ." - ,.· ~ • • -· 
-··-·---·---·---··------ ··-------------- . _____ . . . ------~----=---:---. ·-.. :.- - -.-- .. --- ;- . . · ... - . ·· ___ ... . . . . . _. . _- . ' .. .; . .....----~-'---
',; 
- - --~ -- - .:...._.~ .. • _,, -------- --~-
·-HO••-•-•••••.-.-·-·. H-~ 0 ••hO 







.,. -'. ' 
.. 'll .. ' ,. . '.· -~ ·- .••• 
..... _ ,.~----- ·~--.. --·---
. ::· 'v.~., . 
-·- - - - --- ... 
... ,.. .... -----····-···-





-~··-- --- ~·.--- - - . -




















! , I (L/R, N, Exp. p~effs.) 







(L/R's, N's, Q ~ 1) 
! 
~ i., I 












'~ , ; 
, 
I i 
Cale • E:, C ' i :z]. 
I '1 
' 
Cale. Mapping Polynomial 




11-'I : L ( 1-291) 1,., • 1 
0 






' I . 














W-3 ] L s~[Cl-z.~)e• -g 
0 ~ 
* ' 
Cale. BN_2 D BN~l 9 BN 
& W/L based on Q" 
i.e .. ., RWL 
Is RWL within-.0001 
of. de sired W/L 
..__ _____ No---------- yes 
- Iterate upon e" 
' , 
Compute Imag, 






, Coe f·f. d & l - v.dt1 
n H+'\.. 
Cale Matrix Coeff's • 
.fn, gn, HH 




ca 1 c • cp'c,) = L c-1--211) b.,+ I, (-1-2.wt)b., 
O M+I 
Cale. KB 
PR INT OUT DAT A 
(L/R, RWL, KB, etc.) 
INCREMENT 
_l_s_t __ W~/_L, 2nd N. 3rd L/R 
I 
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TWIN RLASTIC CR~CK TIP MODEL PROGRAM JJ,e I 
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001. 
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CROCL[IJ 
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I a 1 
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IC ~RACK TIP STRESS I~TENSITY FACTOR~ t PL 
PL 
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